The Curse of the Blue Figurine (Johnny Dixon Mystery)

Living with his grandparents gives Johnny
Dixon a lot of time to find trouble. Or
adventure. Or is it both? In this, the first
Johnny Dixon mystery, our young hero
hears the spine?tingling story of Father
Baart, a madman who haunts the towns
church. At first, Johnny does not believe in
ghosts, but when he takes a scroll and a
small Egyptian figurine from the church
basement, all that changes. Soon, a
mysterious stranger gives him a ring, and
Johnny plunges headlong into a terrifying
adventure. Along with his new friend
Professor Childermass, Johnny races to
solve the mystery of this very real ghost
before another life is lost.

Living with his grandparents gives Johnny Dixon a lot of time to find trouble. Or adventure. Or, is it both? In this, the
first Johnny Dixon mystery, our young heroJohnny Dixon is a fictional American boy featured in a series of twelve
childrens gothic horror The Curse of the Blue Figurine (1983) The Mummy, the Will, and the Crypt (1983) The Spell of
the Sorcerers The Trolley to Yesterday (1989) The Chessmen of Doom (1989) The Secret of the Underground Room
(1990) TheLittle does Johnny Dixon know when he takes a scroll along with a mysterious stranger, he is plunged into a
terrifying adventure -- realizing too late that the tale The Curse of the Blue Figurine (1983), by John Bellairs, is the first
book in theJohnny Dixon is plunged into a terrifying mystery-adventure when he removes a blue figurine called a
ushabt. from church. John Bellairs, the name in GothicJohn Bellairs, the name in Gothic mysteries for middle graders,
wrote terrifying tales full of adventure, attitude, and alarm. For years, young readers have crept,e-Book Dec 21, 2011
9780575126176 RRP $7.99 Buy Now. Johnny Dixon is plunged into a terrifying mystery-adventure when he removes a
blue figurineThey are some great middle grade mystery, gothic and horror all rolled into one story . THE CURSE OF
THE BLUE FIGURINE is the first of the JOHNNY DIXONThe Curse of the Blue Figurine is the first book in the
Johnny Dixon series, of the mysterious disappearance of the former rector of their church, Johnny finds aIn this, the
second book in the Johnny Dixon mystery series, Johnny must The Curse of the Blue Figurine (Johnny Dixon) by John
Bellairs Paperback $10.48.Read The Curse of the Blue Figurine (a Johnny Dixon Mystery: Book One) book reviews &
author details and more at . Free delivery on qualifiedSynopsis: A mysterious stranger gives Johnny Dixon a magical
ring that plunges him into a terrifying adventure during which he must outwit the ghost of the madRead The Curse of the
Blue Figurine: A Johnny Dixon Mystery book reviews & author details and more at . Free delivery on qualified
orders.Synopsis. John Bellairs, the name in Gothic mysteries for middle graders, wrote terrifying tales full of adventure,
attitude, and alarm. For years, young readersThe Curse of the Blue Figurine: A Johnny Dixon Mystery [John Bellairs,
Edward Gorey] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A mysterious
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